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UNITED KINGDOM 

Abstract: In this work an emphasize on analysis of British market was 

prepared.The market of governmental bonds is detailed analysed. And with the help of 

this work it is possible to conclude the profitability of the British Bonds market.  

Аннотация: С использованием результатов, полученных этими двумя 

методами, было рассчитано стандартное отклонение и представлен риск 

выборки и дисперсия дохода.После этого, используя ковариационную матрицу, 

стало возможным получить общий риск и общий доход для выборки этих 5 

компаний при условии, что все акции распределены одинаково. 
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The most important event, which has happened in the United Kingdom for a 

several years is a Brexit. It’s important to mention that after the referendum the level 

of national currency has decreased more than 10% and the inflation has increased. By 

the way, the trend of protectionism has begun in UK and it has many consequences for 

the domestic economy.   

Today the foreign trade turnover of Great Britain with the EU makes 58%. This 

indicator gradually decreases, but it is still high. So, the Kingdom exit from the 
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European Union will not be painless: the British export will rise in price because of 

tariffs and other arisen barriers (that is will become less competitive), the price of 

import products for islanders will grow. The British producers will be forced to 

undergo licensing of the production for the EU or to look for new sales channels. 

Eurosceptics promise to revise quickly the trade agreements and to protect the national 

producer in the world markets, but state machinery in the world does not work 

anywhere quickly so shocks are inevitable 

Membership in the European Union assumes existence of the uniform market in 

it to which also Great Britain belongs now. It is the integration form including free 

movement of goods, works and services, the capital, a manpower. A country exit from 

it assumes loss of such privileges, increase in customs duties. 

If the country loses access to the uniform market, then the conclusion of the new 

commercial treaty with the European Union countries can be required by it. 

The UK was the only one among the leading economies in the world, where the 

GDP growth slowed down last year. According to the National Statistical Service, GDP 

grew by 1.8% last year, exceeding the forecast, but this is the lowest indicator for the 

last five years. 

The main growth factors remain the market of services dominating in the 

country's economy, also inter-regional logistics becomes more popular in the UK 

nowadays.  

The unemployment rate in the UK rose for the first time in almost two years and 

reached a mark of 4.4%. Such data for the period from October to December last year 

was published by the Bureau of National Statistics. Experts are disappointed also by 

the speed with which the level of employment grows. The number of working people 

increased by 88 thousand - this figure is half the expected. 

The purchasing power of the British has declined because of the jump in inflation 

associated with the fall of the pound sterling after the vote on "brexit". At the same 

time, salaries with bonuses increased by 2.5% and, according to the Bank of England, 
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will continue to grow, though faster than expected. This will, in turn, lead to a more 

rapid increase in interest rates. 

Finally, due to decrease in GBP, British bonds have become more attractive for 

speculators, who relates with Carry Trade operations. Also, The Bank of England tries 

to pay attention to bonds for ordinal citizens and to prove that it will be a worthwhile 

investment for their future and future of their children.  

Due to these factors, the market of the British bonds was analysed with the help 

of MS Excel.  

For this assignment 7 bonds were taken for the period of Maturity from 2018 to 

2024. With the help of the data, which were got from Bloomberg it has become possible 

to construct a matrix, which shows the scheme of getting dividend and shows the date 

of maturity, when the sum of bond will be received for the end of the period, as it is 

shown at Picture 1.   
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After that, special variables were calculating for the recognition the tendency of 

the British market of bonds. Variables, which were used for calculation: Nominal of 

bond (gilt); Price of coupon. 

Every bond in this sample has the same nominal, which is equal to 100 GBP.  

According, to all variables, which were got, a special graph was prepared for the 

representation of the trend for the market of British gilts. (Picture 3)  

The trend is positive. It means that investment in British is worthless. The 

reasons for that are absolutely obvious. According, to statistics, which were founded 

in Bloomberg, The Bank of England has increased an interest rate since 2014 up to 7%. 

Now it’s possible to get a stable 7% income per year with minimum risk, buying British 

bonds. Of course, the market price for them is a little bit higher, but It’s still attractive 

for investors to buy them.  

To sum up, it is important to say that it is profitable to invest in British 

governmental bonds, because all conditions for long-term investment are created. For 

the British citizen it may become a good possibility to find out the way for getting 

money for the education of their children or for medicine needs in future. Investment 

in British guilts is more attractive for the domestic market. However, many speculators 

may try to buy them for creating a carry trade situation in the market.  
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